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 Measure the Length of an Object - Independent Practice Worksheet  

Answer the following questions by choosing appropriate tool for measuring: 

1. Which tool would you use to find out how heavy a brick is? 

 

 

        a) Ruler         b) Yardstick       c) Scale       d) Measuring tape 

 

2. Which tool would you use to find the correct amount of water to cook rice?  

 

 

        a) Measuring cup       b) Measuring tape       c) Ruler  d) Scale 

 

3. Which tool would you use to measure the amount of ice water in a glass? 

 

 

        a) Yard stick         b) Ruler        c) Measuring cup        d) Measuring tape 

 

4. Which tool would you use to find out how tall a goat is? 

 

 

        a) Ruler         b) Measuring cup              c) Yardstick          d) Ruler 

 

5. Which tool would you use to find out the height of a room? 

 

 

        a) Ruler         b) Measuring cup       c) Scale         d) Measuring tape 
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6. Which object  would you measure with a scale? 

a) Width of an LCD TV  c) Table Length 

b) Bag of tomatoes   d) Volume of a jar of orange juice 

 

7. Which object  would you measure with a yardstick? 

a) Bottle of red sauce   c) Volume of a glass of water 

b) Weight of heavy brick   d) Length of laptop 

 

8. Which object  would you measure with a  measuring tape? 

a) Length of a piece of cloth  c)volume of soup in a bowl 

b) Weight of watermelon   d) Block of cheese weight 

 

9. Which object  would you measure with a ruler? 

a) Weight of a packet of wheat  c) Weight of a bag of stones 

b) Length of a paper   d) Volume of Tea in a cup 

 

10. Which object  would you measure with a measuring cup? 

a) Length of a door    c) Volume of a glass of soda 

b) Weight of Bag of mangoes  d) Length of a Packet of rice 

 

11. Which object  would you measure with a scale? 

a) Weight of a  bag of sand  c) Height of a ladder 

b) Amount of Oil in a bottle  d) Window length 

 


